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Abstract—Wristbands have been traditionally designed to track the activities of a single person. However, there is an opportunity to utilize the sensing capabilities of wristbands to offer activity tracking services within the domain of team-based sports games. In this paper, we demonstrate the design of an activity tracking system capable of detecting the players’ activities within a one-to-one basketball game. Relying on the inertial sensors of wristbands and smartphones, the system can capture the shooting attempts of each player and provide statistics about their performance. The system is based on a two-level classification architecture, combining data from both players in the game. We employ a technique for semi-automatic labeling of the ground truth that requires minimum manual input during a training game. Using a single game as a training dataset, and applying the classifier on future games we demonstrate that the system can achieve a good level of accuracy detecting the shooting attempts of both players in the game (precision 91.34%, recall 94.31%).

Keywords—Wearable Sensors; Classification; Accelerometer; Activity monitoring

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, there has been a significant increase in the use of wristbands as companion devices for tracking physical activities. One of the primary purposes for such devices is to act as trackers for sports activities [1-3]. Relying on a combination of inertial sensors and biosensors, wristbands aim to extract higher-level information about the physical activities performed by the user. Typical usage scenarios include the tracking of sports activities the wearer performs alone (e.g., running), or the collection of generic information that is relevant to the specific activity performed (e.g., energy expenditure) [4-6].

When considering team-based sports activities, such as playing basketball, existing sensing software that is commonly available for wristbands has very little extra information to offer. We believe that in the realm of team-based sports games, wristbands can potentially be used to detect game-specific events, group activities, and games statistics. Such information can enhance the experience of the players, and offer new insights about their performance within the game. Developing such systems, however, may require the departure from the traditional “single wristband – single user” sensing approach.

Instead, team-based tracking need to exploit the wrist-mounted devices of multiple users in order to extract information that may related to multiple players.

In this paper, we explore the potential of collaborative sensing using wrist-worn devices within the context of “one-to-one” basketball games. Our aim is to develop a system that can capture game statistics, such as the number of shot attempts performed by each player during a game. Although such statistics refer to a single user, the accurate detection of the shooter during a basketball game may require information from both players in the game, to resolve potential ambiguities. In this work we attempt to accurately detect such shooting events by employing a two-level activity classification approach. Firstly, individual classifiers tailored to each player are used to detect potential shooting actions. In the second stage, the classifier combines information from multiple users to accurately identify the player who is performing the shooting action at any given time. The system is designed with particular attention to reduce the overhead of training the classifiers, and in particular to make the collection of “ground truth” information easy enough to be performed by typical users in the field.

The weSport system is developed using the Microsoft Band device. The system is evaluated through a small-scale study, including data from 2 one-to-one basketball games (in total 20 minutes of data). We demonstrate that our approach can detect shooting statistics with 91.34% precision and 94.31% recall, relying on a single game as a training session.

II. RELATED WORK

Researchers have used wearable sensing technologies for monitoring physical activities and evaluate the performance of individuals in different sports games [7-9]. Wearable technologies have also been employed as visual augmentation aids in team sports [10]. In outdoor games, such as cricket, and soccer, GPS technologies have been employed to track the players’ movement patterns and activity profiles. Players’ performance during a team game is influenced by other players’ speed or field positions [11]. For specific indoor sport games, such as swimming and tennis, camera based systems and accelerometers based inertial sensing systems have been used in recent studies [12, 13]. In the study by Montgomery et al. [14], multiple basketball players’ movement patterns and
heart rate have been monitored but no team work has been analyzed from these monitoring results. There is also research focusing on the collaborative tracking in team sports where multiple cameras are used [15-17], which makes the motion tracking systems complex and expensive.

Overall, existing work in sports activity tracking relies primarily on expensive infrastructure that is more applicable for commercial venues. When considering casual sports games, off-the-shelf sensing technologies can offer a cheap way to enhance the experience of the players, and allow them to capture statistics about their performance. In this paper we explore the tracking of players’ performance in a ‘one to one’ basketball game by using the inertial sensing data from typical wristbands and smartphones.

III. DATA COLLECTION
As aforementioned, we collected the players’ data using the inertial sensors from a Microsoft Band mounted on the participant’s dominant wrist and an Android phone put in the trouser pocket.

Data were collected from two sessions of one-to-one basketball games of two same users. Ethics permission was obtained from the University of Kent Research Ethics committee. Written informed consent was obtained from each participant before enrolment and participant in the study. Each session lasted for 10 minutes. The data collected included 3D acceleration and rate gyro captured from the Microsoft Band at 32Hz and from the Android phone at 100Hz. In addition, the Microsoft Band also provided physiological information e.g. heart rate and skin temperature through the built-in PPG (Photoplethysmogram) sensor and temperature sensor.

Two games were video recorded by a Nikon D3100 camera (14.2 megapixels) and the timestamp of inertial measurement data from Microsoft Band and Android phone were synchronized with the videos manually after the data capture. An android application for inertial measurement data collection from both Microsoft band and android phone was developed. The app collected data from all the devices in the field and uploads them to a back end server for analysis.

IV. OBSERVATIONS
Following the data collection, we performed a preliminary analysis of the sensors data, and compared them against the video footage. The aim was to get some insights on the mobility patterns that can be observed during the game. Through manual observation, the dataset was labeled, marking the incidents where players perform an “attack”, “defense” or “normal play” (e.g. dribbling). Fig. 2 shows the normalized acceleration data from the wristband, for both players with the manually generated labels.

The preliminary analysis shows that every game session consists of periods of “normal play”, with relatively low levels of mobility, interspersed with high activity events where a player is either attacking (and eventually shooting) or defending against an attack. Our primarily aim is to identify “attack” instances that also contain a shot attempt. One important realization that emerged from this study is that

![Fig. 1 A typical shooting event. The shooter on the right side is jumping and the defender on the left side is jumping with hand raised. Both participants wearing the system used for dataset collection, with a Microsoft Band worn on the wrist and an Android phone put in the trouser pocket.](image)

![Fig. 2. An example of comparing the two players’ performance through utilizing the captured inertial measurement data against video footage. We can observe different patterns during the Attack, Defense and No activity.](image)
manual labelling of an attack sequence is subjective. Identifying when an attack started depends highly on the perception of the researcher/observer. This also means that capturing the ground truth of that detail would be extremely cumbersome and potentially unrealistic for a system that should be easy to deploy and use. Indeed, in the final system, we relied only on the actual shooting events (that can be objectively captured by an observer) as the ground truth. Further observation of the dataset shows that a highly active instance of one player attacking tends to overlap with an active instance of the opposing player defending. Fig. 3 demonstrates the active periods (either attacking or defending) for both players within a game session. It is clear that there are cases where both players can be active at the same time (case 1) or instances where only one (case 3) or none (case 2) is active. This observation implies that detecting the activities of a user through their sensor data coming from their own devices can potentially result in situations where both users are mistakenly considered as performing a shot at the same time. Therefore, collaborative sensing, combining data from both players, may be required.

V. SYSTEM DESIGN

With weSport we aim to develop a system able to capture the shooting actions of basketball players, generating statistics that the player can explore to learn about their performance in the game. Moreover, the system should be easy to deploy and train.

Specifically, we envisage a system that can be trained during a single basketball game session, and can be used to capture statistics of any subsequent sessions of the same users. As part of the training phase, we believe that ground truth should be easy to capture without the need for specialized equipment (e.g. video recording). Hence, in the design of our system, we consider the capture of ground truth through a third-party observer, who will record which player performs a shot. This means that the ground truth for our system consists only of timestamped events with the indication of the shooter during each shot. In section VI.B we describe how this ground truth is used to generate more elaborate labels for the design of the system.

Based on the observation of our dataset we noted that there were situations where both the shooter and the defender could appear to be performing similar actions: a jump and raise of hands (See Fig. 1). Exploring data captured through the sensing devices worn by a single user, it was clear that a shot classifier could therefore potentially generate a high level of false positives, classifying defense actions as shots. In order to address such problems, we developed our system using a two-level classification architecture. As seen in Fig. 4, data from the wristband and smartphone were first used to identify a specific action of each user independently. This classifier could potentially generate false positives when trying to detect a shot. The outputs of the first level classifiers are then used to distinguish between actions performed by both players at the same time. The second level classifier is designed to identify the actual shooter in the cases where the individual classifiers mark both players as performing a shooting event.

VI. DATA PROCESSING AND METHODS

weSport consists of two classifiers: a “personalized classifier” aimed to detect the activities of each player independently, and a game-level “collaborative classifier” that identifies the actual shooter at any given time.
A. Ground truth labels

The original ground truth that was captured in each session consists of timestamped events that indicate which player performed a shot during the game. In order to develop a classifier that can detect the actual activity performed by each player, we needed to generate labels that span across a specific duration to capture the full movement of a player when they performed the actions. Through observation of the movement data it is clear that there were distinctive patterns of movement during a shot sequence that lasted for a number of seconds, extending to some seconds before the actual shot (see Fig. 2). We therefore needed to create labels for these sequences, identifying the “attack” sequence and differentiate those from the “normal” play activities.

The generation of these labels in an automated way is based on an iterative approach. For each shoot instance labeled manually by an observer, we define an “attack window” that extended t seconds before the actual shot. We start the process with an attack window of t=1 second and progressively extended this by 1 second for each iteration. This window is used to label the duration of an attack using the timestamp of the shot event as the end time point.

For each potential attack window, we train and validate (through a 10-fold cross validation) a classifier, using the features described in section B. After running this process for 10 iterations (maximum attack window tested is 10 seconds), we select the window length that gives us the best performance for the classifier. The length of the attack windows is calculated for each individual player. This reflects the different styles of play for each player where they may have performed attack actions that took more or less time than the other player. Through this process, we define the typical duration of an attack for each player, and we use this as the ground truth label for our classifiers. Specifically, for our two participants, using the first game session for training, we identified an attack window $W_1$=4 seconds for player 1 and $W_2$=6 seconds for player 2.

B. Data processing and Feature Extraction

In order to identify the different activity events during the game session, we extract a set of features from the raw data captured by both the wristband and the Android phone. The features are extracted using a sliding window with a 1 second overlap. The length of the sliding window is equal to the attack window that was described in section A.

For the wristband, the features are computed for all three axes and 3D normalized vectors. Considering that the placement of the band was fixed on the player’s wrist, we tried to maintain the directionality of movement in the data processed from the band. For the Android phone, all the features were computed only for the 3D normalized vectors. Considering that the position of the phone can shift inside the trouser pocket, we only relied on the total magnitude of movement captured from that device. There are 66 features for Microsoft Band and 15 features for Android phone that have been considered. These features were computed for each window, which include time domain features e.g. mean value, standard deviation, median value, maximum value, minimum value, zero crossing rates, number of peaks and correlation coefficient between different axes and frequency domain features e.g. FFT coefficients. The details of these features are described in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean value</td>
<td>The average value of all the samples in one window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>The variation from the average value of all the samples in one window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median value</td>
<td>The median value of all the samples in one window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum value</td>
<td>The maximum value of all the samples in one window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum value</td>
<td>The minimum value of all the samples in one window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero crossing rates</td>
<td>The rates at which the signal changes from positive to negative or back of all the samples in one window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of peaks</td>
<td>The numbers of the local maxima of all the samples in one window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>The coefficient that illustrates a quantitative measure of the correlation between samples from two different axes in one window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>The sample values in the frequency domain in one window</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Classification of each player’s actions

As part of the first stage of the activity detection, we developed personalized classifiers for each player, where we attempted to detect when each player performed an attack. Specifically, the classifier is designed to classify each second of the player’s activities as either “attack” or “normal play”. Although the classifier was developed through traditional training and cross validation, our ultimate aim was to ensure that we captured the sequence of actions where the actual shot event is performed. Therefore, our actual validation of this classification process was to test whether a sequence of actions classified as “attack” contained the actual shot events captured through ground truth. This essentially means that even if the classifier did not detect accurately the duration of an attack sequence, it would be still considered good for our purposes if the shot event was properly captured.

For the development of the classifier, we tested a range of classification methods. Specifically Random Forest, Naive Bayes, Decision tree, SVM and k-NN classification algorithms were explored. The best performance was achieved through Random Forest. The output of the classifier was a set of time periods that represent the attack and normal play of each player. The performance of the classifier was checked by testing whether each attack period contained a shot event as specified by the ground truth.

D. Shooter detection

The output of the first level (personalized) classifiers is a set of attack sequences performed by each player. As described earlier there were many situations where the classifiers of both players would indicate that both of them were performing an attack. The purpose of the second level (collaborative)
classifier was to identify who was the actual shooter in such ambiguous situations.

For this classifier, the input consisted only of the time periods that had been identified as potential “attacks” for each player through the first level (personalized) classification. Specifically, the collaborative classifier did not deal with any data related to “normal play” where no player was potentially shooting. The dataset was essentially a set of time periods where either one or both players were detected as “shooting”.

For the collaborative classifier, we used the original ground truth to label each attack sequence with the actual player that performed the shot (e.g., “Player 1 shooting”, “Player 2 shooting”, or “No player shooting”). For this classifier we used all the features in the Table I as representatives of the movement patterns of each player. Moreover, we augmented our dataset with features that could discriminate the movements of one player against the other. In particular, a typical behavior that could be observed was that when both players were involved during a shot event, one jumping to shoot, and the other jumping to defend, there was a time delay between the actions of the attacker and those of the defender. Indeed, the defender would normally initiate a defensive jump when observing that the attacker was about to shoot. In order to capture such dependencies we introduced two extra features: the differences of peak normalized acceleration vector between two players in one window and the time differences between these two acceleration peaks. Using this feature set we developed the second level collaborative classifier using the datasets from the first game session.

VII. RESULTS AND DETECTION PERFORMANCE

The system was trained using one game session (Game 1) as the training dataset and validated on the same game session through 10-fold cross validation. Moreover, the trained classifier is also tested on a different game session (Game 2) that was captured on a different day. We report the accuracy of the system on both games.

A. Classification Results in detecting shot event

We evaluated each of the two players’ performance by using all the obtained movement features extracted from both Microsoft Band and android phone for each game respectively. Using personalized sampling window sizes, we trained a classifier for each player. We report the results for a classifier based on Random Forest, which achieved the best results. The accuracy of correctly classified instances for player 1 is 92.83% and for player 2 is 83.17% in Game 1. Using the original ground truth (shot events), we marked each classified attack sequence as True-Positive / False-Positive whether there is a shot event within it. Validating this classifier on both games, we show that it can correctly detect 21 out of 22 shots for player 1 and 41 out of 41 shots for player 2 in Game 1; and 26 out of 27 shots for player 1 and 33 out of 33 for player 2 in Game 2 (see Table II).

B. Classification Results in detecting shooter

After detecting the attack sequences by the first classifier, we use the ground truth to label them as “Player 1 Shooting”, “Player 2 Shooting” or “No Shooting” for each game session. We then evaluated the results on shooter detection. We explored a range of classifiers including Random Forest, SVM, and k-NN and select the SVM (SMO) as the second level classifier to detect the shooter. We used Game 1 as the training set (and performed a 10-fold cross validation) and also validated the classifier on Game 2. In game 1, we report 21 out of 22 shots for player 1 and 42 out of 41 shots for player 2. In Game 2, we report 25 out of 27 shots for player 1 and 37 out of 33 shots for player 2.

Combining the results from both games the classifier demonstrates a precision of 91.34% and recall of 94.31%.

VIII. DISCUSSION

The overall result of this system demonstrates relatively high levels of accuracy. One of the significant limitations of this work though, is the small number of participants used in the study. However, the design of the classifier has successfully been demonstrated through an additional game session not used for the training of the classifier. We consider the positive results of this work as a good starting point. We intend to expand our work with the involvement of more users. A key challenge that we may face in future work is the potential variation of the game play of individual players when placed against different opponents.
The ease of training was a key requirement for our system. We envisage that an application that is easy to train can be used by casual basketball players to gain further insights about their performance. The datasets collected in this work can potentially be used to extract additional information, such as ball possession, and correlation between effort and results for each player. Anecdotally during the study, we observed a correlation between the heart rate levels of the two players and their performance in the field. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the player with the highest heart rate during the game (player 2) was the one with the most shot attempts (41 vs 22), and the highest score at the end. This could indicate a possible link between the amount of effort each player made and the outcome of the match.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we demonstrated weSport, a system that is able to detect the number of shots that each player performs in a one-to-one basketball game. The system relies on motion data from wristbands and a smartphone carried by the players. weSport relies on a combination of personalized “attack” detection classifiers, and a collaborative shooter detection classifier, which combines data from both players. The system was validated through two basketball games, and it demonstrates a precision of 91.34% and recall of 94.31%.
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